
AutoCrew Management System 
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EB-BASED
Designed for Efficiency, Dependable in Disaster

Our expert knowledge and use of web-based technologies results in a uniquely flexible 
system that is cost-effective, modifiable, accessible, and reliable. The system is fully 
supported on any mobile or tablet device (password protected) and can be accessed onsite 
or offsite in real-time. Initially designed for the offshore oil and gas industry, AutoCrew is 
adaptable to a variety of applications, and offers a high degree of scalability for growth.  

SIMPLE DEPLOYMENT 
Web-based technologies allow for the greatest flexibility when deploying and distributing a 
solution. The main user interface resides in your web browser meaning there is never any 
need to download software or install applications on any computer or device company-wide. 
  
MRT can deliver the AutoCrew turnkey system entirely independent of the existing IT 
infrastructure. Alternatively, AutoCrew can be installed on existing IT network, interfacing 
with the existing personnel management systems. The choice is yours. 

MODIFIABLE 
With AutoCrew, updates are automatic and hassle-free. Any modifications to the system, 
upgrades, or customized add-ons can easily be integrated and ‘installed’ on our end without 
the need for traditional updates. With ACMS technologies, updated files get copied to the 
server and all workstations simply “refresh” their web browser to automatically get the new 
software version in full. Your AutoCrew system is infinitely scalable with little time or 
management required. 

RELIABLE & SECURE 
AutoCrew offers mission critical reliability and is totally secure. All data is centralized and 
backed up daily. Even under emergency conditions, AutoCrew components continue to 
function. With AutoCrew, there is no loss of data during network failure, or intermittent 
network availability. Internally, security concerns are eliminated since AutoCrew is not 
installed on any workstations, and does not have direct access to any computer. 

FLEXIBLE . MODIFIABLE .  RELIABLE .  SECURE .  FULLY REDUNDANT.
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FULLY REDUNDANT 
Web Based technologies were designed to be lightweight and ‘state-less’ which means data 
is posted and retrieved in separate requests. AutoCrew maintains system availability - 
retaining video, data access and integrity even when system failures occur. 

AutoCrew can operate even in low bandwidth environments, and compared to some 
traditional applications which open and maintain connections to servers, AutoCrew doesn’t 
require a connection to remain open in the background. This eliminates many issues with 
client-server applications, where connections can become interrupted and can lead to 
potential data loss. AutoCrew requires little network resource and is forgiving to unfavorable 
network conditions – such as a loss of power or network in an emergency. 

COST-EFFECTIVE 
AutoCrew was designed to reduce development costs, increase flexibility in choice of 
hardware, and integrate with existing systems and third party suppliers.  Web-based 
AutoCrew can support multiple hardware manufacturers, non-proprietary controllers and 
readers, and other third party applications. AutoCrew can integrate with your existing 
systems, such as security, human resources, and asset tracking software. 

Open architecture and non-proprietary hardware means greater scale and uncomplicated 
integration with existing security and business systems. We can supply the system on an 
existing network and on any hardware. Management is less, support is less, install is less, all 
costs to keeping the system operating in the future is less.  

REMOTE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
AutoCrew Technical Support is available remotely. Our Technical Support team can 
troubleshoot without requiring any of the “debugging” utilities and procedures that are 
commonly required when dealing with typical software.  
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